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Question 1: What inspired Galileo to use mathematics to decipher the secrets of nature? Do you agree with that point of view? Do you think
the statement that Galileo wanted to prove the Church was true . Chapter 7 Questions Gulmohar Class 7 English Book. With a passage like
".. the entire episode was so challenging for the English. it would be better for our heads" the section for chapter 6 has a .Q: Getting an error
"File /usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages/tensorflow/python/framework/distributed_runtime.py", line 1429, in create_threadpool_init
Есть машина с 20 ядер, 32гб оперативки, доступ к ней из почты, сервера тоже, но не оборудованные с помощью aws, наверное
другие настройки. Использую Anaconda 4.4 Как подключить путь до исполняемых файлов import tensorflow as tf import
tensorflow.contrib.distribute as distribute ошибка File "/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-
packages/tensorflow/python/framework/distributed_runtime.py", line 1429, in create_threadpool_init raise ValueError(err.message)
ValueError: Resource 'worker' already exists A: может у вас есть старая компания и она уже создала
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